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 Coal accounts for 28% of the global pri-
mary energy supply, and coal-fired power 
generation is the single largest source of 
CO2 emissions. To meet the Paris climate 
goals, a large part of the world’s coal  
reserves must remain unused. This is why 
many countries are considering policies to 
discontinue the mining and/or use of coal. 
However, while some countries have already 
adopted concrete strategies to phase out 
coal, others have not even brought the issue 
on to the political agenda. Where do these 
differences come from? 

    The symposium The Coal Challenge brings 
together international experts from inter-
national organizations, non-governmen-
tal organizations (NGOs), energy industry, 
and academia to discuss a changing invest- 
tment landscape in the light of national 
politics and decisions on coal in advanced 
industrialized countries. The focus of the 
debate will include the constellations  
under which the relevant stakeholders 

(energy companies, trade associations, 
local governments, NGOs, etc.) can or 
cannot agree on pathways to phase out 
coal. We will especially focus on the role 
of local coal industries, their positioning 
in global resource trade, and the per-
spectives for employees in times of 
structural change. Ultimately, sustain-
able and politically feasible coal policies 
are not possible without addressing these 
challenges. 

   This public event will include a keynote 
presentation followed by a panel discussi-
on. The event concludes with a reception 
(apéro). 

The project COALSTAKE, the host of 
this symposium, is funded by SNIS (Swiss 
Network for International  Studies) star-
ting October 2019. The project is coordi-
nated by Prof. Dr. Aya Kachi of the Uni-
versity of Basel and Dr. Adrian Rinscheid 
of the University of St.Gallen.

Event updates can be found here:

https://bit.ly/2NeBPhG   


